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SUSTAINABILITY TARGETS AND PROGRAMMS  
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL REPORTS 

 
 

A sustainability indicator is any economic, social, political, or biological element that 
provides information about certain aspects of the natural world, environmental policies or 
other related economic and social factors. A sustainability indicator system enables us to 

make strategic, environmental, and social decisions and helps us to turn this information 

into action. 

We use the tool Sustainablekeyindicators.com, based on the GRI (Global Report Initiative), 
the international guide more used for sustainable development and indicator guidelines.  

The aim of this management is to evaluate sustainable behavior to provide us information 
in order to ascertain whether our organization has the ability to meet the established 
requirements, whether these be legal requirements or ones to which the Management or 
third parties must adhere (ISO 14001:2015 norms, Travelife System,…) 

Grupotel PLAYA CLUB is a member of the Sustainable Hotels net in Balearic Islands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ENERGETIC CONSUMPTION  
ENERGETISCHE VERBRAUCH  

 

We transform all the energy consumed (Electricity and Propane gas) during the last three years. The hotel was 
only operational for 85 days in 2020 from 05.07 to 28.09.20 due to the Covid19 pandemic. It is not appropriate to 
show the total consumption data in MWh by stay. 
Total energy consumption by stay in 2019 was 0.018 MWh / est 
Total energy consumption by stay in 2018 was 0.019 MWh / est 
 

Consumos de electricidad y gas propano en valores absolutos  
Electricity and Propane Gas consumption in absolute values  
Verbrauch von Strom und Propangas in absoluten Werten 

 

We have LED lighting in most areas of the hotel and have a preventive maintenance plan that allows us to 
ensure the best performance of our energy facilities. 

Every year we set new goals and challenges in reference to energy consumption, allways guaranteeing the 
comfort of our customers. 

  



       WATER CONSUMPTION / WASSER VERBRAUCH  

 

 

The hotel was only operational for 85 days in 2020 from 05.07 to 28.09.20 due to the Covid19 pandemic. 
It is not appropriate to show the data for total network water consumption by stay. 
Total stay ratio network water consumption in 2019 was 383,7 liter/stay 
Total stay ratio network water consumption in 2018 was 383,8 liter/stay 
 

We monitor daily the water consumption at the hotel, thanks to the installed counters. We have quality 
regulators in our taps which combine modern comfort with sustainable consumption. Since 2015 we also 
monitor water consumption for swimming pools and irrigation system and from 2017 water consumption 
of the osmosis installation system. 

 



GESTIÓN DE LOS RESIDUOS / MANAGEMENT OF WASTE   
BEWIRTSCHAFTUNG VON ABFÄLLEN IN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 

 
 

 
  COLABORE CON NOSOTROS SEGREGANDO SUS RESIDUOS 

SPREAD YOUR WASTE 
VERTEILUNG IHR ABFAHLL 

 

SU CAMARERA DE LIMPIEZA TAMBIÉN SELECCIONARÁ SUS ENVASES Y REVISTAS SI LAS DEJA A LA VISTA.  
YOUR CLEANING WAITRESS WILL ALSO SELECT YOUR PACKAGING AND MAGAZINES IF LEFT IN SIGHT.  

IHRE ZIMMERMÄDCHEN WIRD AUCH IHRE PACKAGING  UND MAGAZINE WÄHLEN. 

           



SUSTAINABILITY SOCIAL TARGETS    
WELFARE AND LABOUR STANDARDS IN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB  

 
 

In 2020 the hotel was only operational from 05.07.20 to 28.09.20 due to the Covid19 pandemic. The 
following graphs of social indicators represent the years (2017-2019) because of the data not 
representative of 2020.   



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS 
SOZIALE AKTIONEN IN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 
 
 

Luckily, Menorca has preserved a 
number of typical products that have 
improved over the years. Whether in 
food, shoe store or at various local 
products and the market. Is essential to 
know them to understand because it is 
said that in Menorca we live very well. 

   

                   

 

 

 

Most of the meat 
and the fish sold on Ciutadella's market is of 
Minorcan origin. Hereby, there is guaranteed that the 
products are fresh and of good quality. In addition, 
the Minorcan waters present a few products difficult 
to be equal. Shrimps and lobsters, fish of all kinds can 
be find on the precious market placed in the Plaza of 
the Freedom. 

 

As for sausages the 
sobrasada is outlined 
for his exceptional 
quality. Also it is very 
advisable to taste the 
cuixot or camot, the 
sausage or carnixua and 
the great and excellent 

variety of Minorcan cheeses. Although the name of 
origin it has the Queso Mahón Menorca, the natives 
of Minorca estimate so much or more the diverse 
cured cheeses and semis that can be found in the 
whole island. The Minorcan cheese is known for its 
salinity, but when one gets used to it the product it is 
formidable. 

 

The bakeries of Ciutadella are undoubtedly the best 
on the island. There you will find from the most 
typical and traditional products to the latest 
innovations in the field. In the pastry shops we will 
find more than 100 traditional products that have 
been kept for tradition. The most popular are: 

Perhaps the product most chosen between the 
visitors is ensaimada, present in all bakeries. That’s 
why it's so common to see people with the typical 
hexagonal box to take away. There are other varieties 
of products, more discreet for small, but not less 
delicious. The most traditional are the carquinyols, 
small creaking and sweet cookie, the amargos, 
circular sweet of almond, or the pastissets. 
Maybe the product for discovering is the tortada, a 
kind of traditional cake similar to the cake of 
Santiago, but spongier.  

The pastry shops have also a wide range of local 
products to taste in Menorca. Formatjades are very 
characteristic (dumplings), there are pie of meat, 
cheese or cottage cheese. Crespells are also 
traditional, a flat and sweet cookie. 

 



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS 
SOZIALE AKTIONEN IN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 
 
 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The old town of Ciutadella de 
Menorca is the most appropriate 
area to go shopping. The 
elimination of the medieval walls 
allowed a significant radial opening, 
called Sa Contramurada, which 
surrounds the lovely old town of 
Ciutadella. 

Within this area the visitors can find 
an important group of stores and 
shops where they can find 
everything they search. Since the 
latest trends in fashion, bars, cafes 
and restaurants, to shops with 
typical products and food as well as 

ideal items for a gift. 

In the way, the visitor will 
find many mansions or 
stately homes from the 
century XVII, XVIII and 
XIX. They are majestic 

buildings and from there we 
distinguish the cathedral, a religious 
buildings located in a real central 
point of the city that makes compass 
not to miss the beautiful streets and 
alleys that make up the charming 
old town of Ciutadella. 

See more information at 
http://www.ciutadellaantiga.es/en/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ciutadellaantiga.es/en/


ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS                   
SOZIALE AKTIONEN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 
      

 
Ø Participation every year, on June 5, in the Environment Day campaign 
 
Every year, on June 5, Grupotel Playa Club promote the World Environment Day. United 
Nations provide every year ideas about the campaign, for example in 2018 it was about the 
urgently needed reduction of disposable plastics, and in 2019 about the urgency of 
governments, industry, communities, and individuals to commit to reduce the air pollution.  
 

 

      

 

Ø Grupotel Playa Club is a member of the Sustainable Hotels Net of Balearic Islands, an 
association of hotels that have all committed to more responsible tourism. The 
associates share experiences, in addition to their environmental and social indicators, 
so that we can compare ourselves with the average of the rest of the establishments, 
with Grupotel Playa Club also contributing its data for the average. 

 



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS                   
SOZIALE AKTIONEN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 

 

 

Ø Operation Kilo 
 
Grupotel Playa Club collaborated with ASHOME (Menorcan hotel association) in the 
“Kilo operation” of the hotel sector whose objective is to collect food in the associated 
hotel establishments to be delivered to “CRUZ ROJA” AND ROTARY CLUB that are in 
charge of its distribution in social dining rooms or directly to needy families. Clients and 
Staff also collaborate with the food donation made by the hotel at the end of the 
season. 

 

Ø ECO DAY 
We have in the animation planning the ECO DAY; This day begins with yoga, then they 
are shown the environmental board in the hall and they are told about the actions that 
are developed here to protect the environment. Later they do recycling workshops and 
then they expose it. In the afternoon, there is an excursion along the horse path and 
the flora and fauna of the area are explained in a general way. 



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS                   
SOZIALE AKTIONEN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 

 
 
 
 

Ø Collaboration with “Càritas” 
The Grupotel Playa Club donated 550 kg of food in 2020 to the “Càritas” social work. 
For the Spanish Episcopal Conference, “Caritas” aims to carry out the charitable and 
social action of the Church in Spain, through its confederate members. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Ø Until 2019 we collaborate with the Red Cross, having an urn at the hotel reception. 
Donations from clients went to anti-poverty projects. 
 



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS                   
SOZIALE AKTIONEN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 

 
 
 
 

Ø Committed to the local product 

In order to promote and support local products, Grupotel Playa Club works with local 
producers. As a result of these actions, the local gastronomy is periodically promoted, and 
the client is offered the possibility of getting to know our traditions and gastronomy. 

 

      

 

 



ACCIONES SOCIALES / SOCIAL ACTIONS                   
SOZIALE AKTIONEN GRUPOTEL PLAYA CLUB 

 
Ø Customers, as well as any interested person, can find details of these actions for social 

benefit and environmental behaviour through the interactive screen located in the 
Reception Hall, where the corporate brochure on the environmental and social 
commitment of the company is also located. 

 

           

 

Ø As an accreditation of all these actions, Grupotel Playa Club has the internationally 
recognized environmental certification ISO 14.001: 2015, as well as the sustainability 
certification for the Travelife hotel sector. 
 

                                                                    

                                   

 


